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Contemporary forms with classic proportions personify Nocca, an iconic  

seating collection. Nocca features modern and elegant Guest,  

Lounge and Stool options for flexible applications in the emerging workplace. 

The collection showcases by Decca’s unrivaled craftsmanship and  

material luxury in sophisticated combinations of wood, metal, and upholstery. 

In addition, Nocca’s distinctive back design features a formed, veneer panel 

with integrated upholstery and expressive metal legs for an attractive aesthetic 

from every angle. Precise, hand crafted detail is celebrated in tailored  

upholstery and stitching for an inviting repose and enduring aesthetic.
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CSD Studio

Lynda Chesser                 Bill Schacht   Chad Zimmerman

CSD Studio’s multi-disciplinary team is comprised of interior  

designer, Lynda Chesser, and industrial designers, Bill Schacht and 

Chad Zimmerman. The firm was founded in 1990 and specializes in 

furniture design for contract brands, such as Byrne Electrical,  

Decca Contract, Haworth, Herman Miller, Jofco/JSI, Nucraft, OFS Brands, 

Steelcase, and Worden.

Principal, Lynda Chesser, brings an interior designer’s perspective 

to the studio’s product creations and believes good design inspires 

people to live, work and learn in exceptional ways. Bill Schacht,  

Principal, and Chad Zimmerman, Design Director, add their industrial 

design talents and manufacturing knowledge into each product  

design. United by passion for great design and driven by a pursuit 

of excellence, CSD products reflect the firm’s combined knowledge, 

vision and creative personality, gaining widespread acceptance and 

furniture solutions that address today’s collaborative and  

social workplace.

CSD Studio’s has garnered numerous industry awards, including  

NeoCon’s Best of Competition for Origin in 2002, Interior Design’s 

Best of Year for Slate Office in 2014 and Madrid Lounge in 2012,  

and a Silver Best of NeoCon for Slate Collaborative in 2013. 
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